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Rapido tapped on the existing 
inefficiency with the already bought 
two-wheelers in the market and 
more importantly, Rapido acted as a 
secondary source of income for these 
drivers instead of the primary source. 
So practically, anyone who had some 
sparespare time could become a part-time 
Rapido Captain. Rapido didn't burn 
out a lot of cash since the ticket size 
of two-wheeler rides is low and 
discounts matter less to the 
customers. 

Rapido continues expanding itself with the principle of -
 "Using existing vehicles and creating employment for the underemployed.”

“age doesn’t matter If you have 
the attitude and drive to 

succeed”.These lines inspire us but inspiration is nothing without action. When most of us 
are busy playing games and watching Netflix there is a 16-year-old boy who owns 

a company with an annual turnover of 100cr. 

Tilak Mehta, a common boy with an 
uncommon skill of determination 
started a company called ‘Papers and 
Parcel’ in 2018. The idea was simple, 
delivery on time at a low cost.  It’s 
very hard to ship a parcel from one 
place to another in the largest city of 
India,India, Mumbai.  Tilak once faced this 
problem when he had to get a book 
from his uncle. Tilak thought of 
inventing a system which reduced
the delivery cost by 80%. 

  He learned about networking through 
well-known Mumbai ‘dabbawallas’ and 
found a few ways to reduce the cost. He 
divided Mumbai into 76 zones. Each zone 
was assigned to a person who had a good 
idea of the area. Earlier delivery capacity 
of a single person was 2 parcels a day but 
now due to this division a single person now due to this division a single person 
was able to deliver 100 parcels. Each 
zone covered an area of 4-5 km and the 
parcel was passed from zone to zone. This 
resulted in an efficient , low costing 
and fast delivery system.
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The Poison Pill Strategy

Is uk the next sri lanka ?


